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Synopsis:

Stephen welcomes Kristen Stewart and Tom Hollander.
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Cold open: President Biden has slammed President Trump for meeting with Hungary's
dictator, Viktor Orban. In a fake commercial, Fisher-Price introduces the Presidential Playset,
which gives users everything they need to pretend they're the commander-in-chief, including
fake photo-ops. For ages 4-6 and 77 and over.

        Brand Visible
        Political

Intro and opening credits.

Stephen performs the monologue. He congratulates his fellow late-night host Jimmy Kimmel
for hosting last night's Oscars, and congratulates "Oppenheimer" for taking home the most
awards, including Best Picture, Best Actor, and Best Supporting Actor. The ceremony had
many fun moments, like Ryan Gosling singing "I'm Just Ken," Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Danny DeVito reuniting, and John Cena presenting Best Costume in the nude. "Good thing he
held onto that card, because we might have seen his 'maestro,' know what I'm saying? His
'poor thing,' if you catch my drift. His 'oppen-penis.'" The weirdest moment came when Al
Pacino gave an odd introduction for Best Picture. Stephen imagines him trying to order meat
at a deli counter.

        Brand Mention (4)
        Industry Related
        Celebrity Reference
        Sexual Innuendo

Stephen continues the monologue. This weekend was the unofficial kickoff of the general
election. We only have two candidates left, and they have starkly different messages. Biden's
message is, "vote for me because Trump is terrible," while Trump's is, "vote for me because
I'm terrible." In a clip, Trump mocks the speech impediment Biden has had his entire life. First
off, Biden didn't stutter like that. Second, Trump is one of the weirdest speakers in human
history. In another clip, Trump tries to claim his tendency to bounce around between topics
makes him intelligent. If being distracted makes you smart, Stephen would like to award the
Nobel Laureate to his dog.

        Political
        Animal Issue
        Developmental Disability

Stephen continues the monologue. Trump is no longer trying to hide his awfulness. His critics
have accused him of being a dictator, and he has responded by befriending dictators like
Hungary's Viktor Orban, who has weakened the institutions of democracy, eroded the legal
system, and eliminated an effective opposition. It's no surprise that Trump invited Orban to
Mar-A-Lago. According to new interviews with former national security adviser John Bolton
and former chief of staff John Kelly, Trump has always loved dictators. Kelly has said that
Trump loves Hitler, even saying that Hitler "did some good things." When Kelly asked Trump
what "good things" Hitler did, Trump said he rebuilt the economy. Looks like he read the
"mein" of "Mein Kampf," but never got to the "kampf." Trump expressed admiration for
Hitler's military staff's loyalty, but when Kelly informed him that many German generals tried
to assassinate Hitler, Trump revealed he didn't know that. Stephen, "Turned out the Nazis had
a dark side." According to Bolton, Trump likes that guys like Erdogan in Turkey get to put
people in jail and don't have to ask permission.

        Brand Mention
        Industry Related
        Hate Speech
        Political
        Historical Reference

Stephen continues the monologue. Massive news over the weekend: Someone took a photo
of Kate Middleton. It's a big deal because she has made no public appearances since
undergoing abdominal surgery two months ago. Rumors have ranged from "she's dead" to
"she's divorcing Prince William." It's all in today's Sun, "Zombie Kate spotted getting her
groove back with Pete Davidson." To quiet rumors, Kate released a photo of her with her kids.
Several news outlets pulled the photo, however, after noticing the image had been
manipulated. These were Photoshop errors and not, as many assumed, the result of centuries
of inbreeding. Today, Kate admitted she had edited the photo. Speaking of suspicious cover
stories, a new Pentagon report has found no evidence of alien visits or hidden spacecraft. This
can only mean the opposite. The report also allegedly debunks theories that the US
government and private companies had reverse-engineered alien technology. Then how do
they explain Soft Scrub, which is both smooth and abrasive? Only tech beyond our
understanding can fight toilet ring, hard water, and limescale stains. And there's no way
humans came up with the slogan, "Cleans from the first wipe."

        Incest
        Brand Mention (5)
        Industry Related
        Political
        Celebrity Reference
        Physical Illness-Injury

Break 1 @ 14:00

Introducing the segment "Meanwhile," Stephen says in part that he sometimes scrapes
together the "remnants of a half-eaten taco in my pocket and the tobacco from a cigarette
butt and mash it into what's left of a very ripe grapefruit husk, then douse it all with Everclear
and set it on fire to cook up my segment, Meanwhile." Meanwhile, last week a whole wheel
fell off a Boeing airplane during takeoff. In a statement, Boeing said, "Don't worry. No one
was hurt because the wheel's fall was broken by a door that blew off one of our other
planes." Meanwhile, a New Jersey man tried to make a viral TikTok by recording himself
dunking his head, face-first, in a barrel of pickles at the convenience store and deli. He then
turned himself into police. A dramatic reenactment can be seen on this week's episode of
"Law & Order: SVU, Special Vlasic Unit." Meanwhile, a scorpion stung a man in his testicles
while he slept at a Las Vegas hotel. In the hotel's defense, the man asked for a 6 A.M.
wakeup. To Stephen's shock, the hotel has protocols for this kind of incident. "Welcome to
Caesars Palace. Here's your room key. If you need anything, dial 1 for the concierge and 3 for

        Brand Mention (6)
        Tobacco, Nicotine
        Industry Related (3)
        Animal Issue



'snake bit my taint.'"

"Meanwhile" continues. Meanwhile, in gluten news, archaeologists have discovered the
world's oldest bread in Turkey. Not to be confused with the world's oldest bread "and" turkey,
which is at the Port Authority Arby's. Researchers say the bread dates back to 6600 BC, which
they were able to determine because it came with a clip that said "best by 6599 BC."
Meanwhile, researchers say education might slow the pace of aging and increase longevity.
But it's a devil's bargain: While people can add years to their life, they will be nerd years.
Meanwhile, a 4,000-year-old lipstick uncovered in Iran may be the oldest ever found. This
explains Maybelline's new slogan, "Maybe she's born with it, maybe she died 4,000 years ago
in Iran." The ancient tube is uncannily similar to modern ones, which means it was discovered
with a broken cap and covered in bagel crumbs at the bottom of your purse. Meanwhile,
movie star Harrison Ford says John Williams' score for "Indiana Jones" follows him wherever
he goes, saying when he had his last colonoscopy, they played it on the operating-room
speakers. Even worse is the doctor's reaction when he saw the colonoscopy's results. (A clip
from "Raiders of the Lost Ark" featuring melting faces is shown.) Meanwhile, after a recent
incredible 35 points in one game, Indiana State's star center Robbie Avila has been dubbed by
the Internet as "Cream Abdul-Jabbar." Other options considered were Milk Chamberlain and
Shaquille Oatmeal.

        Brand Mention (3)
        Industry Related (4)
        Celebrity Reference

Break 2 @ 20:00

Stephen welcomes the star of "Twilight," "Clouds of Sils Maria," and "Spencer," Kristen
Stewart, who now stars in "Love Lies Bleeding." In a clip from "Love Lies Bleeding," she calls
her father a "piece of shit" while speaking to an FBI agent. Stephen asks Kristen what's on
her mind. Kristen says she's excited about her new movie, and the fact she's directing her first
movie. Stephen asks if any questions make her go, "Aw, you piece of bleep." Kristen says
when she was younger, she tried hard to control interviews, but she now is willing to answer
any question. Stephen holds up a photo of Kristen at the premiere of "Love Lies Bleeding" and
asks if her outfit was uncomfortable. Kristen acknowledges it doesn't look comfy, but says it
wasn't too bad. Stephen notes "Love Lies Bleeding" is a crime story, a romance, and a family
drama. Kristen says the director, Rose Glass, called her up and told her she wrote a movie
specifically for her. Kristen plays an internally strong woman who falls in love with a literal
strong woman, who is also a little unhinged.

        Brand Visible
        Brand Mention
        Homosexuality
        Language
        Political
        Celebrity Reference

Continuing his interview with Kristen, Stephen holds up a controversial Rolling Stones cover
featuring Kristen with her hand down her jock strap while wearing an open vest. One X user
accused Rolling Stone of trying to normalize transgender people by making Kristen look like a
man. Kristen notes she's seen a lot of male pubic hair on magazine covers, but people who
are sexist and homophobic get offended by female sexuality. She exclaims, "Bleep you! ... But
I never will!" (Her mouth is blurred out over the bleep.) Stephen brings up the time Donald
Trump attacked her on Twitter. Kristen reads her statement from the time, "Of course he had
to weigh in. He's such a little baby. Bleep you, bitch."

        Brand Visible (2)
        Sexual Dialogue
        Language
        Political
        Sexism
        Transphobia
        Homophobia

Break 3 @ 28:00

Continuing his interview with Kristen, Stephen holds up a photo of Kristen posing with her
fiancée Dylan Meyer and asks if she was nervous about working with her. Kristen says her job
is so personal that it doesn't really feel like she has a job. She appreciates the job bringing
them closer together. Stephen asks about her directorial debut. Kristen says she's been trying
to make the movie for six or seven years, and they're finally set to begin shooting in Latvia.
Stephen holds up a photo of Kristen posing with Jodie Foster, who is also openly gay, and
asks if they keep in touch. Kristen says they do. When she watched last night's Oscars, she
got emotional seeing Jodie crying. Stephen asks what she remembers about filming "Panic
Room" with Jodie. Noting she was 10 at the time, Kristen says Jodie threw her an 11th-
birthday party.

        Brand Mention
        Homosexuality
        Celebrity Reference

Break 4 @ 33:00

Stephen welcomes the star of "White Lotus," "In the Loop," and "The Night Manager," Tom
Hollander, who now stars in "Feud: Capote Vs. the Swans." In a clip from "Feud," Capote talks
about people's need to forgive and be forgiven. Stephen commends Tom's work as Capote, a
role 20 years in the making. Tom explains he auditioned twice to play Capote in the last 20
years, but didn't get either role. Philip Seymour Hoffman got one of the roles, while Toby
Jones got the other. While filming "Feud," Tom lived in the same apartment that Hoffman
lived in when he played Capote. Tom notes Capote often got attached to things that weren't
good for him, like alcohol and fame. Stephen asks if he would have wanted to hang out with
Capote. Tom doesn't think so. "He was a complicated, tricky person. He could be so mean,
but also so brilliant. If he liked you, you probably felt his aura, but it could turn. The lonelier

        Brand Visible
        Brand Mention (2)
        Industry Related
        Celebrity Reference



he got, the more unstable he got." Stephen explains "Feud," saying Capote became friends
with New York socialites known as "the swans," but betrayed their trust by writing about
them. Tom says forgiveness is easier said than done.

Continuing his interview with Tom, Stephen lists off some of the actresses who plays swans,
including Demi Moore, Diane Lane, and Chloe Sevigny, and holds up a photo of all of them
together. Tom jokes the photo makes it look like he's being auctioned off. Stephen asks if
having a child has changed his outlook on his life and career. Tom says it's changed his
future. "Now, there is one. There's him." He jokes suicide was an option before, but is off the
table now because he has to care for his son.

        Celebrity Reference
        Suicide

Break 5 @ 41:00

Goodnight and end credits.

Client-Specific Information:

Type Length

Fisher-Price Brand Visible 00:30

President Biden has slammed President Trump for meeting with Hungary's dictator, Viktor Orban. In a fake commercial, Fisher-
Price introduces the Presidential Playset, which gives users everything they need to pretend they're the commander-in-chief,
including fake photo-ops. For ages 4-6 and 77 and over.

Universal Pictures Brand Mention NA

He congratulates his fellow late-night host Jimmy Kimmel for hosting last night's Oscars, and congratulates "Oppenheimer" for
taking home the most awards, including Best Picture, Best Actor, and Best Supporting Actor. The ceremony had many fun
moments, like John Cena presenting Best Costume in the nude. "Good thing he held onto that card, because we might have
seen his 'maestro,' know what I'm saying? His 'poor thing,' if you catch my drift. His 'oppen-penis.'"

Warner Brothers Brand Mention NA

Barbie: The ceremony had many fun moments, like Ryan Gosling singing "I'm Just Ken," Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny
DeVito reuniting, and John Cena presenting Best Costume in the nude.

Netflix Brand Mention NA

Maestro: The ceremony had many fun moments, like Ryan Gosling singing "I'm Just Ken," Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny
DeVito reuniting, and John Cena presenting Best Costume in the nude. "Good thing he held onto that card, because we might
have seen his 'maestro,' know what I'm saying? His 'poor thing,' if you catch my drift. His 'oppen-penis.'"

Searchlight Pictures Brand Mention NA

Poor Things: The ceremony had many fun moments, like Ryan Gosling singing "I'm Just Ken," Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Danny DeVito reuniting, and John Cena presenting Best Costume in the nude. "Good thing he held onto that card, because we
might have seen his 'maestro,' know what I'm saying? His 'poor thing,' if you catch my drift. His 'oppen-penis.'"

Trump Brand Mention NA

It's no surprise that Trump invited Orban to Mar-A-Lago. According to new interviews with former national security adviser John
Bolton and former chief of staff John Kelly, Trump has always loved dictators.

Soft Scrub Brand Mention NA

The report also allegedly debunks theories that the US government and private companies had reverse-engineered alien
technology. Then how do they explain Soft Scrub, which is both smooth and abrasive? Only tech beyond our understanding can
fight toilet ring, hard water, and limescale stains. And there's no way humans came up with the slogan, "Cleans from the first
wipe."

Cottonelle Brand Mention NA

The report also allegedly debunks theories that the US government and private companies had reverse-engineered alien
technology. Then how do they explain Soft Scrub, which is both smooth and abrasive? Only tech beyond our understanding can
fight toilet ring, hard water, and limescale stains. And there's no way humans came up with the slogan, "Cleans from the first
wipe."



Sun, The Brand Mention NA

It's a big deal because she has made no public appearances since undergoing abdominal surgery two months ago. Rumors have
ranged from "she's dead" to "she's divorcing Prince William." It's all in today's Sun, "Zombie Kate spotted getting her groove
back with Pete Davidson."

Adobe Photoshop Brand Mention NA

To quiet rumors, Kate released a photo of her with her kids. Several news outlets pulled the photo, however, after noticing the
image had been manipulated. These were Photoshop errors and not, as many assumed, the result of centuries of inbreeding.

20th Century Studios Brand Mention NA

Rumors have ranged from "she's dead" to "she's divorcing Prince William." It's all in today's Sun, "Zombie Kate spotted getting
her groove back with Pete Davidson."

Everclear Brand Mention NA

Introducing the segment "Meanwhile," Stephen says in part that he sometimes scrapes together the "remnants of a half-eaten
taco in my pocket and the tobacco from a cigarette butt and mash it into what's left of a very ripe grapefruit husk, then douse it
all with Everclear and set it on fire to cook up Meanwhile."

Boeing Brand Mention NA

Last week a whole wheel fell off a Boeing airplane during takeoff. In a statement, Boeing said, "Don't worry. No one was hurt
because the wheel's fall was broken by a door that blew off one of our other planes."

TikTok Brand Mention NA

A New jersey man tried to make a viral TikTok by recording himself dunking his head, face-first, in a barrel of pickles at the
convenience store and deli. He then turned himself into police. A dramatic reenactment can be seen on this week's episode of
"Law & Order: SVU, Special Vlasic Unit."

NBC Universal Brand Mention NA

A New jersey man tried to make a viral TikTok by recording himself dunking his head, face-first, in a barrel of pickles at the
convenience store and deli. He then turned himself into police. A dramatic reenactment can be seen on this week's episode of
"Law & Order: SVU, Special Vlasic Unit."

Caesars Palace Brand Mention NA

A scorpion stung a man in his testicles while he slept at a Las Vegas hotel. In the hotel's defense, the man asked for a 6 AM
wakeup. To Stephen's shock, the hotel has protocols for this kind of incident. "Welcome to Caesars Palace. Here's your room
key. If you need anything, dial 1 for the concierge and 3 for 'snake bit my taint.'"

Vlasic Brand Mention NA

Meanwhile, a New Jersey man tried to make a viral TikTok by recording himself dunking his head, face-first, in a barrel of pickles
at the convenience store and deli. He then turned himself into police. A dramatic reenactment can be seen on this week's
episode of "Law & Order: SVU, Special Vlasic Unit."

Arby's Brand Mention NA

In gluten news, archaeologists have discovered the world's oldest bread in Turkey. Not to be confused with the world's oldest
bread "and" turkey, which is cat the Port Authority Arby's.

Maybelline Brand Mention NA

A 4,000-year-old lipstick uncovered in Iran may be the oldest ever found. This explains Maybelline's new slogan, "Maybe she's
born with it, maybe she died 4,000 years ago in Iran."

Paramount Pictures Brand Mention NA

Movie star Harrison Ford says John Williams' score for "Indiana Jones" follows him wherever he goes, saying when he had his
last colonoscopy, they played it on the operating-room speakers. Even worse is the doctor's reaction when he saw the
colonoscopy's results (a clip from "Raiders of the Lost Ark" featuring melting faces is shown).



Summit Entertainment Brand Mention NA

Twilight: Stephen welcomes the star of "Twilight," "Clouds of Sils Maria," and "Spencer," Kristen Stewart, who now stars in
"Love Lies Bleeding."

A24 Films Brand Visible 00:30

Stephen and Kristen discuss her new film "Love Lies Bleeding" and show a clip from it.

Rolling Stone Brand Visible 00:05

Stephen holds up a controversial Rolling Stones cover featuring Kristen with her hand down her jock strap while wearing an
open vest. One X user accused Rolling Stone of trying to normalize transgender people by making Kristen look like a man.
Kristen notes she's seen a lot of male pubic hair on magazine covers, but people who are sexist and homophobic get offended
by female sexuality.

Twitter Brand Visible 00:05

Stephen holds up a controversial Rolling Stones cover featuring Kristen with her hand down her jock strap while wearing an
open vest. One X user accused Rolling Stone of trying to normalize transgender people by making Kristen look like a man.
Kristen notes she's seen a lot of male pubic hair on magazine covers, but people who are sexist and homophobic get offended
by female sexuality.

Sony Pictures Brand Mention NA

Stephen asks what she remembers about filming "Panic Room" with Jodie. Noting she was 10 at the time, Kristen says Jodie
threw her a 11th-birthday party.

HBO Brand Mention NA

White Lotus: Stephen welcomes the star of "White Lotus," "In the Loop," and "The Night Manager," Tom Hollander, who now
stars in "Feud: Capote Vs. the Swans."

AMC Networks Brand Mention NA

The Night Manager: Stephen welcomes the star of "White Lotus," "In the Loop," and "The Night Manager," Tom Hollander, who
now stars in "Feud: Capote Vs. the Swans."

FX Network Brand Visible 00:30

Stephen and Tom discuss Tom's series "Feud: Capote Vs. the Swans," and show a clip from it.

Food Industry Related NA

The weirdest moment came when Al Pacino gave a weird introduction for Best Picture. Stephen imagines him trying to order
meat at a deli counter.

Government-Politics-Military Industry Related NA

Trump expressed admiration for Hitler's military staff's loyalty, but when Kelly informed him that many German generals tried to
assassinate Hitler, Trump revealed he didn't know that. "Turned out the Nazis had a dark side.

Government-Politics-Military Industry Related NA

A new Pentagon report has found no evidence of alien visits or hidden spacecraft. This can only mean the opposite. The report
also allegedly debunks theories that the US government and private companies had reverse-engineered alien technology. Then
how do they explain Soft Scrub, which is both smooth and abrasive?

Travel Industry Related NA

Last week a whole wheel fell off a Boeing airplane during takeoff. In a statement, Boeing said, "Don't worry. No one was hurt
because the wheel's fall was broken by a door that blew off one of our other planes."

Food Industry Related NA



A New jersey man tried to make a viral TikTok by recording himself dunking his head, face-first, in a barrel of pickles at the
convenience store and deli. He then turned himself into police. A dramatic reenactment can be seen on this week's episode of
"Law & Order: SVU, Special Vlasic Unit."

Travel Industry Related NA

A scorpion stung a man in his testicles while he slept at a Las Vegas hotel. In the hotel's defense, the man asked for a 6 AM
wakeup. To Stephen's shock, the hotel has protocols for this kind of incident. "Welcome to Caesars Palace. Here's your room
key. If you need anything, dial 1 for the concierge and 3 for 'snake bit my taint.'"

Food Industry Related NA

In gluten news, archaeologists have discovered the world's oldest bread in Turkey. Not to be confused with the world's oldest
bread "and" turkey, which is cat the Port Authority Arby's. Researchers says the bread dates to 6600 BC, which they were able
to determine because it came with a clip that said "best by 6599 BC."

Education Industry Related NA

Researchers say education might slow the pace of aging and increase longevity. But it's a devil's bargain: While people can add
years to their life, they will be nerd years.

Personal Care Industry Related NA

A 4,000-year-old lipstick uncovered in Iran may be the oldest ever found. This explains Maybelline's new slogan, "Maybe she's
born with it, maybe she died 4,000 years ago in Iran." The ancient tube is uncannily similar to modern ones, which means it was
discovered with a broken cap and covered in bagel crumbs at the bottom of your purse.

Health Care Industry Related NA

Movie star Harrison Ford says John Williams' score for "Indiana Jones" follows him wherever he goes, saying when he had his
last colonoscopy, they played it on the operating-room speakers. Even worse is the doctor's reaction when he saw the
colonoscopy's results (a clip from "Raiders of the Lost Ark" featuring melting faces is shown).

Alcohol Industry Related NA

Tom notes Capote often got attached to things that weren't good for him, like alcohol and fame.

Contact: MIS screening department at (212) 329-2200 or miseast@misnyc.com
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